
 

If you loved 

Graceling 
check out these titles! 

The Hunger games 
 

What it’s about: In a future North America, the annual Hunger Games pit 
children against one another in a fight to the death. When Katniss volunteers 
to take her sister’s place, her survival skills are put to the test. 

Why you’ll like it: Katniss and Katsa are both fighting political corruption, 
and have to make difficult decisions about the worlds they live in. 

Where to find it: JYA COLLINS HUNGER BK 1 

Court of Fives 

What it’s about: When a scheming lord tears her family apart, Jessamy must rely on 
her friendship with a high-ranking Patron boy and her athletic skill to save her family.  

Why you’ll like it: Jessamy shares Katsa’s preference for using physical skills over 
feminine wiles to overcome her problems.  

Where to find it: JYA NEW BOOK ELLIOTT COURT BK 1 

Throne of glass 

What it’s about: After serving a year of hard labor for crimes, 18-year-old 
assassin Celaena Sardothien is offered her freedom, on one condition: she acts 
as champion in a competition to find a new royal assassin.  

Why you’ll like it: The main character is an assassin like Katsa, and the book 
is set in a complex fantasy world similar to the Seven Kingdoms.  

Where to find it: JYA MAAS THRONE BK 1 



Finnikin of the Rock 

What it’s about: Finnikin was a boy when the royal family was murdered 
and replaced by an imposter. Now almost grown, he joins forces with a fellow 
exile who claims her dark dreams will lead to a surviving royal child. 

Why you’ll like it: Similar to the kingdom in Graceling, the royal court of 
Lumatere is filled with corruption, secrets, and missing heirs.  

Where to find it: JYA MARCHETTA LUMATERE BK 1 

  
The Orphan Queen 

What it’s about: In a world where magic is forbidden, refugee Princess Wilhelmina’s 
ability to perform it might be the very thing that helps her reclaim her kingdom (or 
destroy it) 

Why you’ll like it: Wilhelmina struggles to decide if it’s better to use her powers or 
not, much like Katsa must decide when her Grace should be used, if at all.  

Where to find it: JYA MEADOWS ORPHAN BK 1 

Trickster’s Choice 

What it’s about: Alianne must call forth her mother’s courage and her 
father’s wit in order to survive on the Copper Isles, where the royal court is 
filled with tension that could explode into war at any moment.  

Why you’ll like it: Aly, like Katsa, must navigate dangerous political 
situations to keep herself and several key figures alive.  

Where to find it: JYT PIERCE DAUGHTER BK 1 

Need more suggestions?  
Stop by the teen services desk!


